15th ANNUAL POSTCARDS FROM THE EDGE

A Benefit for Visual AIDS

Hosted by Sikkema Jenkins & Co.
530 W 22nd Street NYC

PARTICIPATING ARTISTS LIST

2013

ART. AIDS. ACTION. Your support makes change possible.
Visual AIDS enters its 25th year with the 15th annual Postcard from the Edge

January 25-27, 2013

POSTCARDS FROM THE EDGE is the beloved community benefit for Visual AIDS. Over 1400 original, postcard-sized works of art are donated by renowned and emerging artists. All works are sold for $85 each - the creative twist is all works are displayed anonymously, and the artist’s name is only revealed after purchase. Whether you walk away with a piece created by a famous artist or discover someone new, everyone finds something they love at Postcards from the Edge, while supporting the important programs of Visual AIDS.

Visual AIDS utilizes art to fight AIDS by provoking dialogue, supporting HIV+ artists, and preserving a legacy, because AIDS is not over.
PARTICIPATING ARTISTS

A
Rachel Abrams • Manal Abu-Shaheen • Vito Acconci • Dennis Adams • John Adelman • Jonathan Adler • Michael Alago • Heidi Alamanda • Julie Albert • Leslie Albin • Norman Alcantara • Richard Aldred • Alan Alejo • Herve Alexandre • AlluP in iT • Renate Aller • Yarli Allison • Carol Alonge • Laurie Alpert • Abdolreza Aminlari • Ron Amato • Michele Amendolari • Alex Amini • Marina Ancona • Pablo Ancova • Blaine Anderson • Dianna Anderson • Kristin Anderson • Sydney Anderson • Stephen Andrews • Victor Angelo • Anonymous • Sally Apfelbaum • M. Apparition • Rosaire Appel • Ida Applebroog • Asliza Aris • Leora Armstrong • Theodore William Arnold • Dianne Athey • Jane Atlas • Judy Atrubin • Robert Attanasio • Dotty Attie • Daniel Atym • Ermis Atzemoglou • Raj Autencio • Dominick Avellino • Javier Avila • Joana Avillez • Athena Azevedo • Walter Azevedo • Launa Bacon • Donald Baechler • Felipe Baez • Simone Bailey • Steven Baines • James Baker • John Baldessari • Jeremie Baldocchi • Gilles Balmet • Leodegario T. Barayang • Hannah Barnes • Scott Barnes • Ellie Barnet • Will Barnet • Alan Barnett • Jill Baroff • Burt Barr • Paula Barr • Kevin Barros • Hugo Xavier Bastidas • Anthony Battato • James Battistelli • Rebecca Bavuso • Zach Beach • Allan Bealy • Kim Beck • Joy Becker • Elizabeth Beckmann • Susanna Beltrandi • Winifred Bendiner-Viani • Matthew Beniamino • Patricia Benitez • Elizabeth Bennett • Wayne Bennett • Ellen Berdinner • Linda Berg • Kermit Berg • Emily Berger • Gregory Bergeron • Nicholas Bergery • Betsy Bergreen • Katherine Bernhardt • Juan Betancurth • Stephen Beveridge • Erica Beverly • Defne Beyce • Abdullah Bhatti • Zig Bigg • Annaliese Bischoff • JoAnn Bishop • Rhona Bitner • Ana Black • Sean Black • Christa Ann Blackwood • Nancy Blair • Kelly Blair • Nayland Blake • Roger Peters Blanc • Julia Bland • Martin Bland • Ken Blaschuk • Julio Antonio Blasco • Lola Blasco • Antonia Blatchford • Ross Bleckner • Stephen Bleistein • Peter Bloch • Josh Blom • Emily C. Bluck • Chris Bogia • Ed Bolton • Justin Vivian Bond • Andrea Bonime-Blanc • David Borawski • Freddy Borges • Erica Borkowski • Suzanne Bort Gray • Eric Boucourt • Kevin Bourgeois • Nina Bovasso • Patti Bowman • S. Kendall Bradford • Roger Braimon • Michael Bramwell • Robert Brand • Matt Bray • Sarah Brenneman • Norbert Briar • Kevin Bright • John Brill • Lidia Brodetsky • Anne Brody • Nancy Brooks Brody • Arnold Brooks • Jonathan Brooks • Brice Brown • Patrick Brown • Richard Bruce • Galen Bryce • Robert Buck • Matthew Buckingham • Ashley Buckley • Thomas Bugarin • Milanka Bunard • Matthew Burcaw • Kate Burnet • A.K. Burns • Amy Burns • J. Dennis Burroughs • Nancy Burson • Carmen Bury • Jane Buscher • Ira Byelick • James Callahan • Kathleen Callahan • Kit Callahan • Jamie Calvo • Michael J. Cambre • Sherry Camhy • Sally Camp • Mary Campbell • Rishonna Cann • Patti Capaldi • Suzanne Caporael • A. Novado Cappuccilli • Karen Carattini • Aracelis Cardenas • Joel Carlson • Curtis Carman • Claude-Marie Caron • Samantha Carr • Mary Ellen Carroll • Eleanore Carson • Lana Carter • Jasmine Carvalho • Marcia Cary • Gregg Cassin • Kelly Parisi Castro • Rick Castro • Niccolo Cataldi • Rochelle Cavalli • Bruno Cavellec • Omar Chacon • Corinne Chaix • Jenny Chan • Miriam Cheikin • David Chen • Demi Chen • Janet Chen • Jason (Woei-Ping) Chen • Ed Cheng • Regina Cherry • Marcy Chevali • You Mee Cho • Nancy Choi • Stephanie Chow • Jerry Choy • Casario Christopher • Justin Christopher • Tony Yin Tak Chu • Yen-Ting Chung • Vincent Cianni • John Cichon • Rene Cifuentes • Melissa Cimino • Mike Cinar • Rachel Cisler • Phillip Clark • Rob Clarke • Karen Clarke • Marion Cloaninger • William Coakley • Craig
Visual AIDS was founded in 1988 to address the devastation of the AIDS crisis on the arts community while impacting change through art, with such initiatives as Day With(out) Art and the creation of the Red Ribbon. Since the mid-90s, it’s not only medical advances that have helped artists living with HIV continue to survive, it’s the power of art that allows many to thrive. Our programs include grants to artists living with HIV+, working with estates to preserve artistic legacies, and using the online Artist Registry to promote the work of our artist members. Visual AIDS strives to represent a diversity of voices along the HIV spectrum by presenting exhibitions, public events, publications and artist projects to raise AIDS awareness and provoke dialogue. In our 25th year, we are poised to contemplate the deep history of art activism, examine current relationships between HIV and art, and position future conversations that are public, inclusive, and accessible.

COMING UP IN 2013
February: Curatorial Residency co-sponsored with Residency Unlimited
February 12: Positive Assertions / Play Smart event, LGBT Center
April: Print+ Edition
April 24: Life Chances: A Conversation between Dean Spade and Sean Strub
May 6: Visual AIDS Vanguard Awards, Orensanz Center,
June: Artist Talks co-sponsored with Fire Island Artist Residency
Summer: NOT OVER exhibitions & programs:
  - La MaMa La Galleria, curated by Sur Rodney (Sur) & Kris Nuzzi
  - Fales Library, curated by Andrew Blackley
  - Printed Matter, curated by Shannon Michael Cane
  - AIDS Walk by Elastic City
Fall: Duets Publication
Fall: Play Smart Trading Cards
December 1: Day With(out) Art

Visit the Visual AIDS website, Twitter or Facebook page for more info.

Visual AIDS
526 West 26th St., #510, New York, NY 10001
www.visualAIDS.org
twitter.com/visual_AIDS
facebook.com/visualAIDS

We thank all of the artists who donated postcards and work to the silent auction, and the extraordinary volunteers who help make this event happen.

Postcards From the Edge would not be possible without our host gallery, Sikkema Jenkins & Co. We acknowledge the in-kind sponsorship of: ArtForum, ArtNews, A&U Magazine, The Imperial Court of New York, Pearl Paint, Steven Rosen Photography, Wine & Spirits Magazine, and x-ing design.